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Class Goals

• What does success look like for you?
• What are you plans for your manuscript?



Why Do We Revise?

• Writing translates a story from your mind to the page.
• Revision takes the story to your reader. 
• Make intentional choices with how  we tell a story =

• Immerse a reader in a new world that they don’t want to leave



Hiring an Editor

• You don’t need an editor before you query (unless you want 
help with a developmental edit because your story isn’t 
working).

• PLEASE: Hire at least one editor before publishing anything.
• An editor will help your reader have a better experience.



Be Cool

• NO PERFECTIONISTS 
ALLOWED: Shake it off. 

• Our best ideas come as we’re 
honing and improving lesser 
ideas. 

• YYMV (your mileage may vary)



Be Cool pt. 2

• Sandwich method of feedback:
• Good stuff | feedback | More Good Stuff 

• Listen to all feedback, but don’t take 
all feedback



Let’s Go

I. Types of Editing
i. Developmental

ii. Line

iii. Copy

iii. Pass pages / Proof read

II. Revision Process



Don’t Be Lazy.



The Process

• Pre-draft; draft; rest; revise; rest; revise, etc.
• Pre-Draft: separate ideas into Character, Setting, Plot, Series
• Drafting: Do not edit
• Keep a document open with ideas for changes

• Leave comments to yourself as you go

• Use a special symbol for quick searching to come back to [<<]

• Keep a style guide with usage issues (spelling, capitalization, 
language, weaknesses, crutch words, etc.)



REST

• Long enough that you feel excited about tackling a revision
• Long enough that you have a fresh mind, fresh eyes, and a 

fresh heart
• If not:
• You’ll get burned out

• You’ll start skipping stuff you don’t want to do 

• While you’re resting, refill your creative well



Maggie Stiefvater: Revision

• Mindset: you are more than one draft.

• Objectivity: there will come a time you need outside eyes to 
check your instincts.

• Priorities: you can’t revise forever.



Types of Editing

• Developmental edit: overall story—
character, setting, plot
• Line edit: page, paragraph, 

sentence, word
• Copy edit: consistency, correctness
• Pass pages / proof read: the final 

look



Developmental Mindset: Trust
• Trust yourself to come back to the 

little things so you can focus on the 
big things. 

• It’s about strengthening what you 
have, and seeing what you don’t 
have

• It’s about the why behind the story.

• Practice:
• Join a writing group

• Offer to swap / beta read / cp

• Leave a comment and move on

• Use special symbols that are 
searchable [>>]



Set Expectations

• See the good: Write a love letter to your manuscript.
• Mood: How do you want your reader to feel during/after 

reading your book?
• What draft are you on?
• What plot structure are you using?
• What feedback are you consistently getting from betas?



Marketability
• Does your ms match your pitch, query, and synopsis?

• Pitch: One sentence (less than 40 words) that sums up your book.
1. Answer the following in one sentence: What does the mc want? What 

stands in their way? What happens if they don’t get it?

2. When protag [inciting incident], protag must [action/decision], or [stakes].

• Query: Hook, setup, catalyst, conflict, consequences
• Resources: 

• https://www.janefriedman.com/pitch-formula/
• https://www.kaylynnflanders.com/post/a-guide-to-publishing

https://www.janefriedman.com/pitch-formula/
https://www.kaylynnflanders.com/post/a-guide-to-publishing


New Eyes
• Learn to take what is and allow yourself 

to explore what it could be. 
• For a copy of all the questions: 



A Developmental Edit: Blocking
• Character: development, motivation, consistency, etc.
• Setting: on its own, and how it interacts with the 

plot/character
• Plot: including pacing, structure, believability, reader 

engagement, etc.
• Other: any issues that will pull the reader out of the 

story 



Character: What Sets You Apart
• You and your characters are the lens through which the story 

becomes unique.
• Who is one of your favorite characters? Why?

• Three Truths (Maggie Steifvater)
• Character is subtractive: realistic, but conveyed in an intentional way





Character (cont.)
• Three truths, cont.
• Character is subservient: constrained by mood
• Character is complex: the why is more important than the details

• Exercise: Choose one trait of one character and write about it. Why 
does that character have that trait or hobby? Why is it important 
to them?



Character Tropes
• All characters start off as tropes, and then you build them up.
• Note the spaces between characters: sitcom tropes 

• Smart one, funny one, lazy one, responsible one, etc.
• Rachel, Monica, Pheobe, Ross, Chandler, Joey | Jerry, George, Kramer, Elaine

• Take your cast of characters and list out which sitcom trope 
they are. 
• Do you have repeats? Do you have a gap?



Character Check
• Is your main character interesting?
• Does the character feel real? (flaws, depth, consistency, 

distinctness, motivation)
• Will readers like, relate to, or bond with the main character? 
• Does the character change by the end of the story? 



Character Check
• Is the antagonist fully fleshed out? Is their motivation 

compelling and even relatable?
• Are the supporting cast full characters, or placeholders?
• Are there any inadvertent issues with diversity, offensive or 

harmful language or tropes, etc., or something that you’re 
worried about? 
• Resources: 

https://writingwithcolor.tumblr.com/

https://www.saltandsagebooks.com/

https://writingwithcolor.tumblr.com/
https://www.saltandsagebooks.com/


Ways to Strengthen Character
• Make sure you have enough physical description to ground the reader.

• Choosing which parts of the character to describe can also show character, 
depending on who the narrator is. Why do you share the details you 
share?

• Use the setting around character to show who they are.

• Use what the character doesn’t do or say to reveal something about them.

• Ask why?, and why now? for character actions and introspection to ensure 
character actions/thoughts have good motivation.

• Ask your character questions. 



Practice
Exercise 1: Read the False Prince excerpt. Use one color of highlighter 
on the character sections. Write a list of what you find out about the 
character from this page, and a quick note on how you know it. 

Exercise 2: Do the same thing with the first page of your ms. Either 
do your own, or switch with someone at your table. Use a sticky note 
or the back of the paper to write notes—the good, and stuff that 
needs help. 



Brainstorming
Choose a character: main, LI, side, antagonist, whoever. Answer these 
questions from the character’s POV: 
• If your character appeared right next to you, what would that character 

notice FIRST in the room, and WHY?
• I was happiest when: 
• I fear: 
• When I’m alone, I: 
• If there was an explosion outside, what’s the first thing your character 

would do? (pray, check for weapons, run outside, hide, gather a group 
together, etc.)



Setting: More than a Map
You and your characters are the lens through which the story 
becomes unique.
• The physical space your character moves through as the plot 

unfolds 
• How the place feels; controlling how the reader feels 
• Ground the action = reader will have an emotional image of 

place 
• You can use setting to control the pacing and reveal character
• ex: include a longer description after a quick scene. 
• ex: setting can show something about the people in it. 

Everything, including setting, should be connected to your POV 
character’s lens (or narrator’s).



Setting Check
• Is there a consistent culture? Does it draw on its 

own history, whether it’s invented or takes its 

framework from the real world? 

• Do your characters interact with the setting?

• Is setting incorporated into every scene, esp

through characters’ senses (sight, sound, touch, 

taste, smell)

• Do you only reveal relevant details? 

• Do you wait to share relevant details, rather than 

interrupting action?

• Do your characters have legitimate reasons for 

sharing information about the setting?

• Is your setting description consistent with the 

voice/history of the POV character/narrator?

• Does (almost) every mention of setting do more 

than one job? (show character, control pacing or 

tension, advance plot)



Ways to Strengthen Setting
• What is the why of your setting? 

• (The ideal setting allows you to explore the ideas and mood of your story.)

• What is the truth of your setting? (social, emotional truth)

• Ask yourself WHY you (or your character) are sharing the description, and 
WHY NOW?

• Use the setting to show character 

• (how the character thinks, feels, sees the world, OR in juxtaposition of the 
characters’ feelings—bright sunlight exaggerating deep sorrow inside).

• Use different senses in scenes, don’t rely only on easy ones. 



• Break up the setting descriptions so the 

reader is absorbing it all along with 

character/plot.

• Use similes and metaphors to describe setting 

that creates emotions, but also shows what’s 

important to the character.

• Make your setting a logical choice, but also 

surprising in some way. 

• ex: have a mundane moment happen in a cool 

place, or but a big moment in a mundane place

• If you repeat a location, change something about 

it (time of day, different smells in the kitchen...)

• What can you remove so the focus is where you 

want it?

• Use negative space to show a lack of something 

that should be there but isn’t (no sound in a 

forest), or to compare two places (home vs. 

wilderness). 

Ways to Strengthen Setting



Setting: Invented Worlds
• How do characters boil water in your world? 
• What belief systems do your characters have? Why?
• How did language(s) develop the way they did?
• What is the political/geographical history and how does it shape the 

present?
• What folklore does the culture have?
• Money systems, social hierarchies, power differences, agricultural 

techniques, etc. 



Setting: Magic Systems
• What are the costs of using magic? What are the limitations 

of the magic?
• Why this magic system? What would happen if there wasn’t 

magic anymore? 
• Resource: Brandon Sanderson’s three laws 

(https://www.brandonsanderson.com/sandersons-first-law/) 

https://www.brandonsanderson.com/sandersons-first-law/


Practice
Exercise: Read the False Prince excerpt. Use one color of highlighter 
on the setting sections. Write list of what you find out about the 
setting from this one page, and quick note on how it shows mood, 
character, or plot. 

1995 vs 2005: Pride and Prejudice Proposals
• What does the setting (physical, but also the cinematography) show about 

character, mood, and plot? How does the setting control the viewer’s 
emotion? 



Brainstorming
Choose the most important scene from your pages:
• What is the big emotion in this scene? 
• Where else could this scene take place to reflect that emotion? 
• What other time of day? 
• What senses could show this emotion? 
• What can you remove so the focus is where you want it?
• What surprising thing could you add to the setting to show character?
• Where can you include setting details for the biggest emotional impact?



Plot: Stuff Happens
• Sequence of events of the narrative
• Character’s main goal meeting a problem



Plot Check
• Is the story being told by the right person, in the right POV 

tense (first, third, omniscient)? 
• Do your characters have a clear goal? (Internal is abt character 

arc/external goal is abt plot)
• What is keeping your character from reaching their goal?
• What are the stakes if the character doesn’t reach their 

(internal/external) goal?
• If there are multiple POVs, are they all necessary? 



Plot Check
• Are you showing the right things, and telling the right things?
• Is the pacing intentional?
• Are you hitting the beats of your plot structure when you’re 

supposed to hit them?
• Are the overall conflict, tension, and stakes rising all the way to 

the story’s climax?
• Are all the subplots supporting the main plot? Are there any 

unnecessary or unfinished subplots?



Plot Check
• Are the funny parts still funny? 
• Don’t edit the fun out!

• Are there any harmful tropes? Do you use tropes in a new, 
interesting way, or do they feel like clichés? How can you twist 
the trope a little more?
• Does the end of the story fulfill the promises made at the 

beginning? Did you earn your ending?



Ways to Strengthen Plot
• How could things be worse for the main character? How could 

the conflict be deeper and more layered? 
• How does your character’s internal arc lead to the ability to win 

the external arc? 
• Does the scene or story need an unexpected twist?
• Can you twist a trope, and twist it again, to make it new and 

interesting?



Ways to Strengthen Plot
• In trouble spots, ask: Why is this happening? Why is it 

happening now? What more could happen?
• Soggy middle: divide the middle into three sections so it has its 

own beginning, middle, and end, and re-plot the action within 
that framework. 
• Pacing too slow: how could you amp up tension?
• Pacing too fast: how could you slow things down or show tension 

in another way?



Practice
Exercise: Read the False Prince excerpt. Use one color of highlighter 
on the plot sections. Write list of what you find out about the plot 
from this one page, and a quick note on how you know it. What feels 
fresh to you? Why? 



Story Spine: Pixar



Brainstorming
Use this story spine structure 
to tell what happens in your 
story. (Do you notice any 
holes? Anything that has too 
much info?) Then share it with 
your table. 

1. Once upon a time: 
2. Every day: 
3. Until one day: 
4. Because of that: 
5: Because of that: 
6: Because of that: 
7: Until finally: 
8: And ever since then: 
The moral of the story is: 



Brainstorming
• Look at the structure of your chapter. Mark the 

acts and turning points.
• (Act 1, catalyst, Act 2, Midpoint, Act 3: 

climax/resolution)



Last Notes
• Also note: Timeline issues, forgotten pets, 

anything that will take your reader out of the 
story
• Resting = Brain working to solve problems
• Solve big problems with little solutions

•Write yourself an edit letter.



Q&A



Line Edit
• Page, paragraph, sentence, word
• The more words it takes to convey your message, the less 

power each of those words carries. 
•What lens are you telling the story through?
• Exercise Category/Genre: 
• “It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man 

in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of a 
wife.” 



Line Edit
• Don’t accidentally write yourself into your character.
• Exercise Character: 
• “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.”

• Tools: 
• CMOS (mostly chapters: 5–8) and the online version, 
•Merriam Webster
• OneLook.com
• Etymonline.com

https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html
https://www.merriam-webster.com/
https://onelook.com/
https://www.etymonline.com/


Grammar vs. Style
• Don’t accidentally break rules
• Take into account category/genre

Grammar can be subservient to Style, but Style should be 
subservient to Clarity.

Grammar < Style < Clarity

This was my duty. Whether or not I accepted his death, or wished I’d never left for 
North Watch to protect the border, or taken the Medallion from him when he’d 
offered it, this was my duty. To care for his tomb. To honor his life.



Line Edit: Page Level
• Speed isn’t always the goal: control is. 
• How does the physical page look? 
• Is there white space, or is it all heavy blocks of text? 
• Does the page flow organically, with room to breathe? 
• Is there a rise in tension?



Line Edit: Paragraph Level
• Is there a variety of paragraph types on the 

page and throughout the chapter? 
• Are there multiple paragraphs of setting 

description but no internal thought? 
• Is it all action with no internal thought? 
• Is it all internal thought and no dialogue or 

action?

Paragraph Types:
Physical setting
personal description,
Dialogue
physical action
internal action/thought, 
backstory/remembered action 
miscellaneous exposition 
punctuation



Line Edit: Sentence Level
• “As” statements: As she something something, she 

something something. 
• The edges of Relle’s smile turned brittle as she greeted her 

cousins...
• Constructing a sentence like this pulls the reader out of the 

story because the reaction precedes the action. This makes 
the reader have to go back and think about the reaction to 
the action in the second part.



Line Edit: Sentence Level
• Gerund beginnings: Starting a sentence with the present participle of 

a verb used as a noun instead. 
• Jumping into the conversation, Sam told them how he’d saved the world. 

• Dangling modifiers (or dangling participles): “A participle that has no 
syntactic relationship with the nearest subject is called a dangling 
participle.” (CMOS 5.115)
• Frequently used in early America, experts suggest that shaming is 

an effective punishment. 
• Being a thoughtful mother, I believe Meg gives her children good 

advice.



Sentence Level: Read Aloud
• Repetitive Sentence Structures
• Repeated initial word
• Same sentence length in a row
• Similar structures

• Ex: I touched my hair, making sure the elaborate plait was in place.
•

• Pacing: Long or short
• Example: Short sentences create tension. Paragraphs of long sentences will 

slow your pacing even if it's the most exciting fight scene in your book 
because your reader will have to go back and reread to understand the 
meaning.



Sentence Level: Read Aloud
• Repetitive Sentence Structures
• Repeated initial word
• Same sentence length in a row
• Similar structures

• Ex: I touched my hair, making sure the elaborate plait was in place.
•

• Pacing
• Varied sentence length
• Keep description to a minimum in the action
• Choose words that reflect the pacing (short vs long, consonants vs sonorant



Line Edit: Sentence Level
• Active vs. Passive 
• Active: Bill caught the ball. 
• Passive: The ball was caught by Bill. 

• Clichés
• Your reader will skip over them.
• Twist them to show character or setting

• Dialogue Tags
• Said, asked are invisible (which is a good thing)
• If you have to name the emotion, your reader isn’t feeling it
• Use action beats as tags



Line Edit: Sentence Level
• Dialogue: Realistic, but not reflect real life 
• Cut most hedging
• Rarely use names
• Keep as concise as possible
• Don’t have the characters say something the other already knows
• Use dialogue to show character reactions vs telling what’s happening
• Break up dialogue with action beats, setting description, and internal thought
• Use contractions
• Don’t have so much of a dialect that it’s hard to read

Order of operations: Reactions (Heather Clark)
“Revealed Information” –> visceral/physical response –> internal thought processing reveal –> “response”

https://www.heatherclarkbooks.com/post/natural-character-reactions-using-beats


Line Edit: Sentence Level
• Showing vs. Telling
• Where do you want the focus? Where do you want the reader to dig into the 

scene?
• Where can you move a little faster to draw your reader to that moment of 

impact?
• How can you show your character more in the scene? And where will that showing 

have the biggest impact?
• Filter Words
• Distance the reader from the action
• to see, feel, think, wonder, realize, hear, touch, watch, look, seem, decide, notice, 

know, and can
• Can be used well when establishing POV



Line Edit: Sentence Level
• “To be” verb: am/are/was/were
• Weak verb: only states that something exists with no connotation
• Use stronger verb instead (onelook.com)
• Can use in dialogue, to land joke, increase pace, etc. 

• Adverbs
• Too many can signal lazy writing
• Be intentional

• Crutch Words
• Just, seem, nearly, appear, somehow, a bit, etc. 

• Miscellaneous
• Be wary of extremes and hedging (always, all, every, never, almost, seems)
• Say what is, not what isn’t; Use italics, not all caps



Copy Edit
• Errors: spelling (lightning vs lightening, past vs passed), punctuation, grammar, but 

also usage issues (like accept/except, aloud/allowed; awhile/a while; irregardless, etc.) 
• Consistent character descriptions
• Logical cause/effect (keep a seated character seated, etc. )
• Timeline issues: you only get one Tuesday per week
• Spatial issues—where characters are in relation to setting or other characters 
• Voice check: would that character really say it like that?
• Accuracy: are statements portrayed as facts actually facts? 
• how stuff works, special terminology—spelling and capitalization and usage, dialect 

accuracy, etc.



Pass Pages
• The final look at the print-ready manuscript 
• Mental toughness
• Best tip: Read it all aloud
• Timeline issues: you only get one Tuesday per week
• Spatial issues—where characters are in relation to setting or other characters 
• Voice check: would that character really say it like that?
• Accuracy: are statements portrayed as facts actually facts? 
• how stuff works, special terminology—spelling and capitalization and usage, dialect 

accuracy, etc.



Spot the Error



Q&A



The Revision
• Get your manuscript better every time
• Find something that works for you, and that gets the job done
• The Reviser’s Dilemma: Am I making it better, or just different?
• Always love the story; burnout of nit-picking details is okay

• Revision is a skill to be learned. So practice.
• Resources: https://www.kaylynnflanders.com/post/writing-advice

https://www.kaylynnflanders.com/post/writing-advice


The Berry Revision
• Adapted from Julie Berry’s revision class



The Berry Revision
• Step 1: print off the ms, double-spaced, single-sided, with upper right-

hand header (name, title, page number)
• Step 2: Write a love letter to your ms
• 2a: Check in with mood
• 2b: Check in with pitch/query/synopsis

• Step 3: Gather all notes (from beta’s, cps, drafting, brainstorming...)
• Step 4: Write big picture concerns about character, setting, plot
• Step 5: Write micro concerns (line edit level)



The Berry Revision
• Step 6: Count pages per chapter and write it on the upper right-hand 

corner. Fill out spreadsheet with chapter number, pages, POV, 
format/narrator.
• A. Mark scenes in chapter with line in the margin
• B. Write summary of scenes, and scene job
• C. Add pacing/tension note (h/l, f/s)

• Step 7: Make a scene map for the entire book
• Do you spot any redundancies or holes, lulls in pacing?

• Step 8: Paperclip chapters together



The Berry Revision
• Step 9:  Fill out chapter summary/job, main conflict of chapter
• Keep it simple—enough you can glance and know what it is

• Step 10: Read the book by reading the chapter summary/job columns
• Any holes/redundancies?

• Step 11: Set cut goals (30% per chapter), mark in upper right-hand 
corner with the page count; check off when complete
• Step 12: Complete when/where aka The Sacred Timeline
• Do you spend too long in one place? Use same place repeatedly? How could 

you make your settings more interesting or add a ticking clock?



The Berry Revision
• Step 13: Complete column First lines/last lines.
• Re-type vs. copy/paste

• Step 14: Read the ms by reading the first/last lines
• Redundancies? Holes? How could these lines be stronger to hook your reader 

and push them into the next chapter?

• Step 15: Polish your endings.
• Don’t default to a cliffhanger.
• What is the new goal because of what happened in the chpt?
• What are the new stakes because of what happened 
• What can you hint at or foreshadow to drive the reader forward?



The Berry Revision
• Step 16: Revise each chapter alone.
• Use notes in Notes/Needs column to keep big-picture issues in mind
• Write in-line edits as you go
• One pass for mood and obvious issues
• Second pass for finessing



The Berry Revision
• Step 17: Read the love letter again
• Step 18: CELEBRATE
• Rest.



Enduring to The End
• Why is writing important to you?
• Why is this story important to you?
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www.kaylynnflanders.com/conferences
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